
Title: 

Topic: 

Author: 

Park: 

Theme: 
A complete sentence/thought that answers “so what”, connects tangibles to intangibles, provokes thought, etc. 

Mission: 
How does this program support your park’s interpretive themes and the Tennessee State Parks’ mission? 

Goals: 
What will your audience know, think, or do? 

Objective/s: 
What you want the audience to do? 

Measurable/s: 
How will you know the objectives have been met? 

MISSION: To preserve and protect, in perpetuity, unique examples of natural, cultural, and scenic areas and to provide a 
variety of safe, quality, outdoor experiences through a well-planned and professionally managed system of state parks. 

Duration: Audience Size: 

Setting:Scheduling:
Use Program Value 

Assessment for pricing 
guidance

Intended Audience: 



Program Preparation: 
Research, Planning (including gathering supplies*), Implementation (including setup) 

*List additional materials needed in the Resources/Notes Section.

Introduction*: 
• Introduce self, agency, mission. Address individual and group needs, set audience expectations,
introduce topic and theme.

Body: 
Subtheme 1 and content description: 



Subtheme 2 and content description: 

Subtheme 3 and content description: 

Conclusion: 
Summarize/Restate Theme & Subthemes, Call to action, Cover objectives & measurables, Opportunity to 
seek further information from you, Promote other park programs, Invite them back to visit in the future, 
Thank audience for attending, and End program



Resources/Notes: 


	Topic: Theme:
	Mission:
	Goals:
	Objectives:
	Measurables:
	Program Preparation:
	Introduction*:
	Body:
	Conclusion:

	Author: IPE
	Title: Kit's Club - Wildlife is Everywhere
	Audience Size: 25
	Scheduling: Any time of year
	Setting: Indoor or outdoor
	Program Preparation: 30
	Introduction: 10
	introduce topic and theme: Difference between Wild and Domesticated animals1. Start with activity identifying animals. Let students answer if they know what wild vs. domesticated animals are. Use animal cards to test their understanding of wild and domesticated. **Use animal cards of animals that can be found in TN. 2. Ask who has seen a wild animal lately. What animal? (If you hear an animal that is not wild, remind them the difference between wild and domesticated.) Where was it? What was it doing? Was it big or small?3. Explain that the animals listed and all animals, no matter how big or small are called WILDLIFE.
	Body: 40
	Subtheme 1 and content description: Exploring for Wildlife (20 minutes)1. Ask children if they think wildlife lives inside. In their schools? Libraries? Tell them they will become wildlife scientists to help look for animals in and around the space you're in. What are some animals you might see in here? Think about tiny animals. Explain that some animals hide during the day and that you may only see signs of wildlife. What are some signs of wildlife?2. To be scientists, have children practice being still and moving quietly to avoid scaring wildlife in the space. Have students quietly raise their hand and share when they find wildlife or a sign of wildlife. 3. Repeat step 2 as many times as possible in and around the building.
	Subtheme 2 and content description: Recording Your Findings & Share (20 minutes)1. Have children draw or paint a picture of one of the animals or animal signs that was discovered. 2. Allow children to share their drawings and answer the questions below:     -  What wildlife did you see inside or outside our building? What signs did you see Inside? Outside?             What animal do you think made the signs you saw? 3. At the end of everyone sharing ask:     - Did all the wildlife look the same? Discuss the different sizes and colors of wildlife 
	Subtheme 3 and content description: IF TIME REMAINS: Pattern Mosaics Art Project1. Talk about patterns on animals - let children give you examples they have seen. Show children pictures, if smaller pass around in the group for them to see up close. Explain how animals use their patterns to blend into nature.2. Explain that students will get a picture of an animal and a color of construction paper to match their animal. Demonstrate ripping the construction paper in small shapes and placing around their animal. Demonstrate using a Q-Tip and glue to put down their animals and ripped papers on the background. 
	ResourcesNotes: Literary Connections: Aaaarrgghh! Spider! by Lydia Monks Diary of a Fly by Doreen Cronin Diary of a Spider by Doreen Cronin In My Backyard by Margriet Ruurs Martha Moth Makes Socks by Cambria Evans My Wild Woolly by Deborah J. Eaton Over in the Meadow  by Olive A. WadsworthQuick FactsMany people think of wildlife as the large animals of Africa. such as lions and elephants, or the large animals of the North American forests. such as grizzly bears and elk. However, wildlife includes any animal that has not been domesticated by people. In contrast to domesticated animals such as farm animals and pets. which depend on people for their needs, wild animals provide for their own food, water, shelter, and other needs. Although plants can also be categorized as wild or domesticated. only wild animals are called wildlife. Wildlife includes worms, snails, insects, spiders and other invertebrates (animals without a backbone), and vertebrates including fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. Wildlife also includes very small animals that can be seen only through a microscope. Wildlife is everywhere-on land, in soil, in water, and in the air. Even in the cleanest houses and buildings, some signs of insects, spiders and other wildlife can be found near lights, on window sills, along baseboards. or behind books or furniture. Wildlife scientists study wildlife to learn how they live and interact with their environment. These scientists may focus on one wildlife species or a group of species during their studies. They record observations made with their senses and other tools, and often work in extreme or uncomfortable surroundings. 
	Park: [IPE]
	Duration: [60 minutes]
	Topic: [Animals]
	Objective/s: 100% of children will observe a wild animal or a sign of wildlife.75% of children will be able to explain the difference between domesticated and wild animals
	Measurable/s: Students will draw a picture of wildlife or signs of wildlife they observed.Students will raise hands and share answers in conclusion. 
	Theme: Practicing our observation skills helps us notice the natural world around us and what makes each animal special -- big and small. Understanding what makes every animal unique helps us care for them. 
	Mission: It's the responsibility of everyone (Rangers and visitors) in Tennessee State Parks to protect the wildlife - big and small - to maintain a native and diverse ecosystem.
	Goals: Children learn the difference between wild and domestic animals and will practice their observation skills to see wildlife and signs of wildlife all around us. 
	Preparation notes: Materials- Print Animal Cards and Home Connections (below)- copy paper, crayons and pencils- clipboards (optional)For Extra Time:- Qtip- Glue- Construction paper- Animal Cut OutsPreparation: Check indoor or outdoor space for signs of wildlife for children to find and see. Place out places for them to look. 
	Conclusion: (10 minutes)Have children raise their hands if they know what wildlife means now. Have some children share a type of domesticated animal and share some types of wild animals.Restate the theme and mission of the program. Distribute "Home Connections" Sheets to practice at home.
	Intended Audience: 3 - 6 y/o new to outdoor exploration


